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Summary: Tony discusses the .Italian lifestyle in Calumet when he first came over. 

Index Subject 

000-006 When and where he was born 

006-014 What life was like in Italy when he was growing up 

014-017 Why he came to Calumet 

017-031 Discussing his first trip over 

031-037 Discussing the initial landing in U.S. 

037-043 His first impression of the U.P. 

043-060 The language barrier 

060-068 What he did for work 

068-072 How he adjusted to life in America 

072-084 When he got ma~ried and moved to Calumet from Laurium 

084-097 Starting to work for C&H, what he did and how he felt about 
it. 
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097-102 

.102-143 

143-160 

160-172 

172-182 

182-196 

196-230 

230-242 

242-255 

255-263 

263-273 

Discussing the miners going out west 

Discussing the strike and how it affected life at that time 

Working on a farm during the strike for $1 a day 

Working in the mine underground 

When he got married and what happened when WWI came along 

Talking about James Lisa 

Going back to Italy and comparing it to America 

What life was like when he returned to Calumet 

The societies he belonged to and what they did 

The activities the societies put on 

Discussing the Knights of Romulus 
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Index Subject 

273-298 Discussing making wine 

298-307 Making grapa 

307-317 People during prohibition making moonshine 

317-337 Discussing people making sausage 

337-346 The garden he had in his yard 

346-354 The foods they ate 

354-385 Making polenta and keeping game for the winter 

385-399 Discussing buying fish 

399-419 Touma - making it 

419-534 • Special holidays they celebrated 

534-380 How the Finns and the Italians got along 

j80-621 The Italian paper 

000-020* Jokes about the judge 

020-088 Discussing the butcher and the different types of meats 

088-116 Discussing the Italian ' s gardens, main . vegtable was potatoe 

116-134 Preserving fish and meat and vegtables 

134-152 Discussing the wood and coal bins 

* Begin second side at zero 


